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One Goal, Two Theories

SFFA Challenges 
Harvard’s race-

conscious 
admissions policy

Values racial & ethnic 
diversity. 

SFFA claims Harvard 
is intentionally 

discriminating against 
Asian Americans

Giving white applicants a 
comparative admissions 

advantage.

NECESSARY
INDIVIDUALIZED 



NECESSARY
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1. Race provides critical texture for assessing 
strengths and potential contributions.



“felt like an ethnic outsider” 

“decided to return to my roots…I could 
pronounce Spanish…embraced my 
Mayan first name and the jicamas and 
guavas…for lunch” 

“discovered my life’s ambition: I want to represent my heritage and 
inspire my fellow Latinos to embrace our culture”

“enjoyed being the minority in an AP or honors class…I wanted to defy 
the common misconception that Latinos are not smart and won’t go to 
college.”

“I took this love and pride [of my Latino heritage] with me to high 
school, and I will undoubtedly carry it with me to college.”

SA-3.0013



SA-3.0002, 00013



SA-3.0002, 00013



“…Vietnamese identity lost in 
translation…” 

“lumped into a group and regarded as 
‘Asian’ or ‘Chinese”” 

“learning English from scratch…I put a pencil between my teeth as I 
read hundreds of books out loud to improve my pronunciation….these 
pencils [] allowed me to be more than the isolated immigrant kid…”

“decided to join a humanities magnet program…[I wanted to] explore 
my linguistic capabilities…with Native English speakers.”

“I was no longer ashamed of my Vietnamese identity as the program 
allowed me to embrace it.”

SA-2.0010



SA-2.0010



Fine for colleges to consider 
overcoming discrimination 
based on race. 

10/22 Tr. 71:8-72:7 (Kahlenberg). 



“[G]unman had mistaken [Sarah’s 
acquaintance]…and killed [him]” 

Kansas City: “second highest 
homicide rates in the nation”

Presented Mayor of Kansas City six 
recommendations to prevent youth 
violence.

SA-4.0013, 0018



NECESSARY
1. Race provides critical texture for assessing 

strengths and potential contributions

2. Racial diversity enriches the educational 
environment for all students. 





Gave him “a tool set to think about cultural 
sensitivity and cultural competency” which 
will make him a better doctor.

Tr. 10/29 156:12-14



NECESSARY
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1. Race provides critical texture for assessing 
strengths and potential contributions

2. Racial diversity enriches the educational 
environment for all students.

3. Eliminating the consideration of race would 
sharply reduce the number of Black, Hispanic, 
and other minority students



All students would lose out from declines

16

“less learning”
Black and Latinx 
students offer 
perspectives that 
“make classes … 
much richer.” 
Tr. 10/29 79:1-13



All students would lose out from declines

17

“less learning” Black and Latinx students offer 
perspectives that “make classes … much richer.” 

“frankly, catastrophic…both for students of 
color, but also for students in general” 

“a lot of the power and positive change at 
Harvard comes from student groups of 
color.” 

Tr. 10/29 21:10-16

Tr. 10/29 22:25-23:2

Tr. 10/29 79:1-13



Race Neutral Alternatives

Needed 
same-race 
peers to 
“lean on” 

“would hurt 
my 
education 
dramatically”

Reduction in the Number of Black Students

Tr. 10/29 79:1-13 Tr. 10/29 154:21-22



Race Neutral Alternatives

“ethnoracial diversity is more visibly salient,” 

“[took] note mentally of the number of 
students of color”

In spaces with more students of color she 
could “finally breathe”

Socioeconomic status cannot serve as proxy for race

Tr. 10/29 22:16-17

Tr. 10/29 19:20-17

Tr. 10/29 20:17-19



Race Neutral Alternatives
Socioeconomic status cannot serve as proxy for race

Admits: Consideration of 
race is most efficient method 
for promoting racial diversity. 

10/22 Tr. 82:4-10 (Kahlenberg). 



Race Neutral Alternatives

Southeast Asian representation is lacking at 
Harvard.

Feels “marginalized” and “erased”. 

“[A]llows my immigration history to be taken into 
account” 

Threatens to reduce diversity within each racial group

Tr. 10/29 148:10-23

Tr. 10/29 149:1-3

Tr. 10/29 158:5-8



Race Neutral Alternatives

“probably 
would not 
have applied 
to Harvard if 
they didn’t 
take race 
into 
account.”

Signal to 
students of 
color they 
were not 
welcome. 
Fewer would 
apply and 
accept.

Declines even greater than estimated

Tr. 10/29 16:23-24 Tr. 10/29 83:21-84:20



INDIVIDUALIZED

24

1) Admitted Black and Hispanic students are eminently 
qualified, regardless of race. 

2) Harvard considers all pertinent elements of diversity 

3) Harvard flexibly applies its positive appreciation of 
race across students of all backgrounds. 

Never awards predetermined points. 
Never a negative factor.



ACADEMICS AND 
EXTRACURRICULARS

CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES BACKED UP BY 
RECOMMENDATIONS

APPRECIATES OTHER DIVERSITY ATTRIBUTES

SA-4.0001, 0002, 0030, 0031, 0042, 0046



ACADEMICS AND EXTRACURRICULARS CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES BACKED UP BY 
RECOMMENDATIONS

APPRECIATES OTHER DIVERSITY ATTRIBUTES

SA-3.0001, 0002, 0022



ACADEMICS AND EXTRACURRICULARS CHARACTER ATTRIBUTES BACKED UP BY 
RECOMMENDATIONS

APPRECIATES OTHER DIVERSITY ATTRIBUTES

SA-3.0001, 0002



c

SA-3.0013

SA-4.0030



One Goal, Two Theories

29

SFFA Challenges 
Harvard’s race-

conscious 
admissions policy

Values racial & ethnic 
diversity. 

NECESSARY
INDIVIDUALIZED 

SFFA Claims Harvard 
is intentionally 
discriminating 
against Asian 

Americans

Giving white applicants a 
comparative admissions 

advantage.



1. SFFA cannot evade its burden of proving
intent. Strict Scrutiny does not apply

Giving white applicants a 
comparative admissions 

advantage.

SFFA Claims Harvard 
is intentionally 
discriminating 
against Asian 

Americans



2. Application files of Asian American amici 
corroborate testimony of Harvard’s witnesses

Asian American ethnicity viewed as positive

SA-2.0002



2. Application files of Asian American amici 
corroborate testimony of Harvard’s witnesses

Asian American ethnicity viewed as positive

SA-1.0029, 0030



3. SFFA’s method of proof overlooks 
importance of non-academic factors

Dkt. 620



Personal score analysis
Overemphasizes 
Academic Metrics

SFFA: “middle of the pack”

• Straight As in high school, 
• graduated first in his prestigious 

magnet program, 
• National AP scholar with distinction

SA-2.0001, 0002



Personal score analysis

Selectively ignores 
some racial 
associations, but not 
others.

Overemphasizes 
Academic Metrics

ALL 3 regressions of ratings:

• Showed associations with race. 

• Had low explanatory power.

TREATED 
CONSISTENTLY
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